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Abstract: A theoretical analysis of slab motion during camber evolution in unrestricted horizontal rolling is presented. The analysis shows that a linear relationship exists between
centre-line deviation (CLD) curvature and outgoing camber, which is a function of ingoing
and outgoing slab thickness and ingoing slab camber.
An experimental study, undertaken during commercial rolling at the hot strip mill in Port Talbot,
is described. CLD data from a stereoscopic width gauge (SWG) and a line scanning pyrometer
(LSP) at the exit of the horizontal scale breaker were compared with the measurements of
actual outgoing slab camber. The results conﬁrmed the ﬁndings of the theoretical analysis and
showed that CLD data, once suitably processed, can be used as a measure of camber. The SWG
appeared to offer better measurements than the LSP. Incorporating ingoing camber into the
model improved the accuracy achieved. Finally, a practical on-line camber measurement
technique using SWG CLD data is proposed on the basis of the ﬁndings of this study.
Keywords: hot strip rolling, camber, modelling, centre-line deviation
1

INTRODUCTION

Camber is the longitudinal curvature of a slab or strip
in the horizontal plane. It is induced during rolling
when differences in conditions across the width of
the material cause one edge to become longer than
the other. Camber leads to process instability,
which can cause operational difﬁculties and/or
adversely affect product quality.
Although camber has been recognized as a
problem for many years, progress in this area has
been held back by the difﬁculty in obtaining quantitative on-line measurements of the phenomenon.
For this reason, the majority of studies published
have been based on qualitative assessment, pilot
plant trials, or simulation [1– 5].
Attempts have been made to measure camber by
recording the centre-line deviation (CLD) of a slab
or strip as it passes a ﬁxed point. Such measurements
have been reported to be successful as a qualitative
feedback tool for operators [4]. However, doubt has
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been cast on the ability of this method to distinguish
between rotation and lateral slipping (tracking) and
actual curvature [5, 6]. Systems that make multiple
CLD measurements simultaneously have been
developed to overcome this problem [6 – 8], but the
cost of these is correspondingly higher.
In the present study, an analytical study of slab
behaviour at the horizontal scale breaker (HSB) in
the hot strip mill at Port Talbot was undertaken. It
was shown that it should be possible to use singlepoint CLD measurements to calculate the camber
of slabs as they are rolled. This conclusion was validated using the data collected during commercial
rolling operations. On the basis of these results, a
practical solution for on-line measurement of
camber using CLD data is presented.
The systems used to make CLD measurements
were a CCD2001 stereoscopic width gauge (SWG)
manufactured by Shape Technology Ltd [9] (formerly
European Electronic Systems) and a LANDSCAN
LS11 line scanning pyrometer (LSP) manufactured
by LAND Instruments International [10]. The positions of these devices at the exit of the HSB are
shown in Fig. 1.
Proc. IMechE Vol. 219 Part C: J. Mechanical Engineering Science
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Fig. 1

2

SWG and LSP shown measuring a slab at the
exit of the HSB in the Port Talbot hot strip mill

ANALYSIS

In the analytical modelling of camber, a linear
difference in reduction across a slab’s width has
generally been assumed. Under conditions of no lateral spread (plane strain), any variation in reduction
causes a corresponding difference in elongation and
velocity. This leads to the development of a curvature
at the roll gap exit and rotation of the head and tail
ends of the slab.
The ingoing and outgoing velocities of the slab can
be found from basic rolling theory (Fig. 2(a)). At the
neutral point (fN), the velocity of the slab (vN) is
equal to the peripheral speed of the rolls (Rvroll).
The thickness at this point (hN) can be found by solution of Sims’ rolling equations [11]. The ingoing and
outgoing velocities (vin and vout, respectively) can
therefore be found from the ingoing and outgoing
thickness values (H and h, respectively) by assuming
volume constancy through the roll bite. A concept
often used in rolling is forward slip (sf), which relates
vout to vN: vout ¼ (1 þ sf)vN. The value of sf is therefore
hN/h 2 1.
Hayashi and Kono [12] modelled the evolution of
camber on the basis of the analysis of the movements
illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The ingoing (tail) and outgoing (head) rotations (vin and vout, respectively)
were found from the difference between ingoing
and outgoing velocities at the strip edges. To do
this, they calculated the forward slip independently
for the drive and operator sides of the strip, assuming
that Sf ¼ r/4, where reduction, r ¼ 1 2 h/H. This
assumption is not valid for all rolling geometries. A
generalized form of this relationship (sf ¼ r/n) was
therefore derived from Sims’ equations, which can
be shown to hold for any given geometry
rﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ!


h
h 1 1 H  h
2 p h
ln þ tan
n¼ 1
cot
H
h
8 R H 2

(1)

Fig. 2

(a) Vertical section through rolls and slab
showing constant volume ﬂow during plane
strain rolling and (b) plan view of slab showing
rigid body motion during camber evolution

Using this relationship, slab rotation could be found
in terms of a linear difference in reduction
(elongation). This difference was represented in
terms of a speciﬁc wedge factor (DC)
DC ¼

Hop  Hdr hop  hdr

WH
Wh

(2)

where subscript op refers to the thickness on the
operator side of the slab, subscript dr refers to the
value on the drive side of the slab, and no subscript
refers to an average value across the slab’s
width (W ).
The slab motions in Fig. 2(b) can now be deﬁned in
terms of the work roll speed, speciﬁc wedge factor, n,
and the slab elongation, l ¼ H/h. Their deﬁnitions
are given by


1
1
vin ¼ vN
nþ1
nl
l


1
1
nþ1
vout ¼ vN
n
l


DC
2
vin ¼ vN
nþ1
nl
l
DC
vout ¼ vN
nl
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Nakajima et al. [13] evaluated the snaking of strip by
making the assumption that the material could
be considered to move as a rigid body. In this way,
the evolution of the slab centre-line at the entry to
the roll gap (xin, zin) with time (t) was modelled as
ð
xin (t) ¼ vin (t) þ zin (t)vin (t)dt
ð
zin (t) ¼  xin (t)vin (t)dt

(4a)
(4b)

In the present application, vin was constant and zin
was assumed to remain relatively small. This allowed
equation (4) to be rewritten as
xin (t) ¼ x0 þ vin t
ð
zin (t) ¼  (x0 þ vin t)vin (t)dt

(5a)
(5b)

where x0 was the slab’s position along the x-axis at
t ¼ 0.
Most analyses of camber have assumed that DC is
a function of the slab or strip off-centre at the roll bite
(zc). This is because rolling a slab or strip away from
the centre-line of the mill results in an asymmetrical
force distribution, causing one side of the mill to
stretch more than the other. This changes DC and
so vin varies throughout the deformation, complicating the analysis. However, off-centre rolling at the
HSB has been shown to have a limited direct inﬂuence on camber [1]. This is because the HSB is a
two-high rolling stand and so roll bending is substantial. This imparts a large crown to the slab, which
compensates for differential mill stretching, as
described by Nakajima et al. [13] and Stukach [14].
It can therefore be assumed that DC and vin
remain constant throughout the deformation. This
makes it possible to arrive at a closed-form solution
of equation (5b)
1
zin (t) ¼ z0  x0 vin t  vin vin t 2
2

(6)

Measurements have shown that, before they were
rolled, slabs had constant curvatures along their
lengths (kin). The ingoing form of a slab of length L
and initial off-centre at the roll gap zc0 was therefore
given by f0 (x) ¼ (1=2)kin x2 þ (1=2)kin Lx þ zc0 : The
slab’s position along the z-axis at time t ¼ 0 (z0)
was found from f0(x0), inclined at an angle u0. The
evolution of the slab’s centre-line on the entry side
of the mill (for x  0) was therefore
1
zin (t) ¼ f0 (x0 )  (u0 þ vin t)x0  vin vin t 2
2
C19904 # IMechE 2005
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As the head end of a slab emerges from the rolls, its
position along the x-axis (xout) lies between x ¼ 0
and x ¼ voutt. The z-position on the exit side of the
roll gap (zout) was determined by the outgoing
angle (uout), the off-centre at the roll gap (zc), and
the outgoing curvature (kout), as given by
1
zout (t) ¼ kout xout (t)2  uout (t)xout (t) þ zc (t)
2

(8)

The outgoing angle was equal to the integral of vout
added to the ingoing angle (uin), modiﬁed by
stretching in the x-direction, to give uout ¼ uin/l þ
voutt. The ingoing angle was given by u0 þ vint. The
off-centre at the roll gap was found by making the
substitution x0 ¼ xin 2 vint in equation (7) and solving for xin ¼ 0. This gave zc (t) ¼ f0 (vin t) þ u0 vin t þ
1
2
2vin vin t . The outgoing centre-line proﬁle was
therefore


1
u0 þ vin t
2

þ vout t xout
zout (t) ¼ kout xout
2
l
1
þ f0 (vin t) þ u0 vin t þ vin vin t 2
2

(9)

Equation (9) gives the time-varying CLD at any point
along the x-axis. For a measurement device located d
metres downstream of the roll axis, the time-varying
CLD trace zCLD(t) was found by making the substitution xout ¼ d. This resulted in a quadratic in time.
The time axis could then be converted to a distance
(along the length of the slab) using the known constant exit velocity by making the substitution t ¼ x/
vout. The curvature (kCLD) of the resulting distancebased CLD trace zCLD(x) was then given by

kCLD ¼

d2 zCLD (x) 1 vin
1
¼
þ kin
dx2
l vout l2

(10)

Note that the position of the measurement device
along the x-axis (d ) does not appear in equation
(10). When the relevant deﬁnitions of equation (3)
were substituted into equation (10), the following
relationship was found

kCLD



DC nl þ l  2
1
¼ 2
þ 2 kin
l nl þ l  1
l

(11)

The concept of a curvature ratio (CR) was then introduced to help describe the behaviour of the slab.
Curvature ratio was deﬁned as
CR ¼

Dk
kCLD  (1=l2 )kin

(12)
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Fig. 3

Parameters a and b shown as a function of
elongation and camber coefﬁcient

where Dk is the change in curvature induced by
rolling. The relationship between Dk and kout has
been commonly stated as kout ¼ kin/l2 þ Dk. The
calculation of Dk has been suggested to take the
form Dk ¼ jDC, where j is the camber change
coefﬁcient. Previous authors have ascribed values
of either 1/l2 or unity to this variable under most
rolling conditions [2, 7, 8, 12, 13]. Substituting these
deﬁnitions into equations (11) and (12) gives


1 1  CR
kout ¼ kCLD CR þ kin 2
CR
l
kout ¼ akCLD þ bkin


nl þ l  1
CR ¼ jl2
nl þ l  2

(13a)
(13b)
(14)

Figure 3 shows functions a and b in equation (13b)
evaluated over the typical range of conditions at
the HSB (H ¼ 0.234 m; 1.05  l  1.17) for the two
most commonly stated values of j. Although work
roll radius appears as a factor in n, its effect on
these functions is negligible within the range of
values found at the HSB (0.432  R  0.457 m).

3
3.1

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Data collection

To validate the preceding theoretical analysis, trials
were performed at the Port Talbot hot strip mill.
The aim of these trials was to determine whether
CLD measurements could be used as a practical
measure of camber. To do this, a measure of the
actual curvature of the slabs as they left the HSB
(kout) was required.
The method used required the application of an
image processing camber measurement technique
developed by the authors [15]. In brief, this involved
capturing an image of the slab on the roller tables at

Fig. 4

(a) Photograph of a cambered slab on the
transfer tables at the exit of the HSB at Port
Talbot and (b) plan view of the same scene
showing the extracted slab centre-line

the exit of the HSB (Fig. 4(a)). This picture was transformed to a planar view and the centre-line of the slab
was extracted, from which its curvature could be calculated (Fig. 4(b)). The curvature measurements
made in this way were compared with the CLD data
collected using SWG and LSP systems.
The models established in this paper are valid only
for CLD data recorded, while a slab remains engaged
in the HSB roll gap. During this time, its dynamics
are dominated by rolling forces and so its motion is
predictable. However, once a slab is free of the roll
stand, its position may be subject to unpredictable
rotation and lateral movements and its speed does
not remain constant. The latter parts of the CLD
traces were therefore unsuitable for curvature
measurement and so had to be trimmed.
For the LSP, the CLD traces were trimmed in the
following way. The scheduled slab length was multiplied by the elongation to give its length as it exited
the HSB. The distance (d ) from the roll gap exit to
the LSP was known and so the length of slab over
which valid CLD data were generated could be
found. From the knowledge of the slab’s speed and
the sampling rate of the LSP, the number of valid
line scans could be deduced and used to trim the
CLD data. The time axis was then converted to a distance using the outgoing velocity and a least squares
quadratic ﬁt was found, as shown in Fig. 5. The average curvature of the LSP CLD data (kLSP) was
extracted from the equation of this line as twice the
x2 coefﬁcient.
The computer that recorded the CLD data from the
SWG also logged the HSB motor current. This current
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Fig. 5
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Trimmed LSP CLD data plotted against slab
length showing a least squares quadratic ﬁt

increased signiﬁcantly when a slab was in the roll
bite, which made it easy to trim the CLD trace to
include only the applicable data, as illustrated in
Fig. 6. The time axis in Fig. 6 was converted to a distance and the average curvature of the SWG CLD
data (kSWG) was found in the same way as for the
LSP measurements.
Fig. 7

3.2

Results analysis

Figure 7 shows the results of these trials, comprising
165 slabs measured by the SWG and 185 slabs
measured by the LSP. Least squares linear ﬁts were
calculated for both data sets and plotted on the
graphs in Fig. 7. The CLD curvatures showed good
correlation with the image-processed measurements. The ﬁt to the LSP data had an R2 value of
0.85. This rose to 0.92 for the SWG measurements,
reﬂecting their somewhat tighter grouping.
An estimate of the outgoing curvatures could
therefore be made by simply dividing the measured
CLD curvatures by the gradients of the least squares
ﬁts. This could be considered equivalent to using an
average curvature ratio (CR) as a in equation (13b)
and by setting b to zero.

SWG and LSP CLD curvatures plotted against
image-processed slab curvature measurements

The gradients of the linear trends were 0.72 for the
SWG data and 0.70 for the LSP data, equating to CR
values of 1.38 and 1.43, respectively. The average of
the CR values calculated using equation (14) for
each of the slabs in the trials was 1.45 for the SWG
data and 1.47 for the LSP data, using a camber
change coefﬁcient of 1.0. Using a camber change
coefﬁcient of 1/l2, the average values of CR were
1.19 for both the SWG and the LSP data. This
suggested that the camber change coefﬁcient was
probably close to unity.
Estimates of slabs’ outgoing curvatures were found
by applying this version of equation (13b) to the CLD
data sets, using the gradients of the linear trends as
the average curvature ratio. The errors between
these estimates and the observed curvatures (kout)
were then calculated. The main features of the
error distributions are given in Table 1.
If the uncertainty of measurement (at the 95 per
cent conﬁdence level) can be approximated by twice
Table 1 Summary of SWG and LSP CLD curvature error
distributions found using equation (13b) with
a ¼ CR and b ¼ 0

Fig. 6

Motor current and SWG CLD recorded as a slab
passes through the HSB

C19904 # IMechE 2005

Measurement
system

Average curvature
error (m21)

Estimate of the standard
deviation (m21)

SWG
LSP

20.7  1023
20.7  1023

2.1  1023
2.6  1023
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the estimate of the standard deviation plus the magnitude of the average error, the accuracy achieved using
the SWG was 4.9  1023 m21. For the LSP system, this
value was 5.9  1023 m21.
The superior accuracy of the SWG was probably
due to three major factors. The ﬁrst was that the resolution of the CLD data offered by the SWG was ﬁner
than that of the LSP system by almost an order of
magnitude. The second was that the SWG cameras
were located upstream of the LSP scanning head
(as shown in Fig. 1). This meant that more of each
slab was measured while it was in the roll gap and
so a greater number of CLD data points were available with which the curvature was calculated.
Finally, the way in which the CLD traces were
trimmed was more reliable for the SWG data than
for the LSP measurements. The direct use of the
HSB motor current left little scope for error with
the SWG, but the approach that had to be adopted
for the LSP data relied on an assumption that both
the scheduled slab length and the calculated
elongation were correct.
The information in Table 1 quantiﬁes the ability of
the single variable, kCLD, to measure the camber of
slabs at the exit of the HSB. However, the theoretical
analysis suggested that the relationship between
kCLD and kout also depended on the curvature of
the slabs prior to being rolled in the HSB (kin).
A laser-based slab geometry measurement system
(SGMS) has recently been commissioned at the
entry to the reheat furnaces of the hot mill in Port
Talbot. This measures the width, camber, and thickness proﬁles of slabs as delivered to the mill. Data
from this system were used to ﬁnd kin.
Ingoing slab camber information was available for
all of the slabs measured by the LSP. However, some
of the SWG data were collected before the SGMS had
been fully commissioned. Because of this, 100 of the
slabs for which SWG data were collected had no
corresponding SGMS camber measurements. The
measurements from the remaining 65 slabs were
processed in the same way as described earlier.
The gradient of the least squares linear ﬁt was
0.70, corresponding to a value of 1.44 for CR. The
values calculated from theory were CR ¼ 1:44 using
a camber change coefﬁcient of 1.0 and CR ¼ 1:20
using Nakajima’s value of 1/l2. The mean error was
20.8  1023 m21 and the estimate of the standard
deviation of the error distribution was 2.6  1023 m21,
giving an estimate of accuracy of 6.0  1023 m21 at
the 95 per cent level of certainty.
Multiple linear regression was then used to relate
CLD curvature and ingoing camber to actual outgoing curvature on the basis of equation (13b). As
shown in Fig. 3, under the range of conditions
experienced at the HSB, the functions a and b were
predicted to be relatively linear with respect to l

(the maximum error introduced by this simpliﬁcation was predicted to be ,4 per cent). A model
was therefore formed with a ¼ a0 þ a1 l and b ¼
b0 þ b1 l. This was readily solved to ﬁnd the unknown
constants for both the SWG and LSP datasets. The
resulting functions a and b are shown in Fig. 8,
evaluated over the range of conditions experienced
during these trials and overlaid on the predicted
values shown in Fig. 3.
The results in Table 2 show that the measurement
of camber using CLD data becomes more accurate if
the ingoing camber is also considered. This improvement also suggests that the linear equations in l used
to approximate the functions a and b were effective.
The comparison of these derived functions with
those predicted by theory (Fig. 8) suggests that the
theoretical model developed was a reasonable
approximation to reality. The magnitude and trend
of function a found by the regression study was
consistent between SWG and LSP data sets and similar to the values of CR predicted by equation (14).
The prediction of function b was less successful;
the regression study suggested that ingoing camber
exerts a larger inﬂuence than that was suggested
by theory. However, the experimental results do

Fig. 8

Functions a(l) and b(l) found by multiple
linear regression using SWG and LSP data.
Dashed lines show the theoretical values
expected for functions a and b with j ¼ 1.0.
Dotted lines show the theoretical values of
these functions with j ¼ 1/l2
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Table 2 Summary of SWG and LSP CLD curvature error
distributions found using equation (13b) with a
and b found by multiple linear regression
Measurement
system

Average curvature
error (m21)

Estimate of the standard
deviation (m21)

SWG
LSP

20.2  1023
20.7  1023

2.2  1023
2.3  1023

conﬁrm that the effect of ingoing camber is negative.
There was also an apparent difference in the
behaviour of function b between SWG and LSP datasets. This may have been because all of the slabs on
which the SWG study was performed exhibited
negative ingoing cambers. The regression would
therefore have used this fact to reduce the average
curvature error, distorting the true effect of the
variable.
The ﬁnal model proposed to relate the CLD
measurements and ingoing camber to the outgoing
camber was

kout ¼ (a0 þ a1 l)kCLD þ (b0 þ b1 l)kin þ c

(15)

The model in equation (15) differed from equation
(13b) only by a constant term (c). The theoretical
analysis did not point to the existence of such a parameter, but the non-zero average curvature errors in
Tables 1 and 2 suggested that its inclusion would
be of beneﬁt. Again, regression was used to ﬁnd the
unknown parameters for both datasets. The results
in Table 3 show that equation (15) provided superior
predictions of the outgoing camber to the foregoing
models. The average error was reduced to zero and
the spread of the predictions became narrower
using the more complex equation.
The best accuracy achieved by the LSP was
4.4  1023 m21 using equation (15). This was an
improvement of 1.6  1023 m21 over the accuracy
achieved using equation (13b) with a ¼ CR and
b ¼ 0. For the slabs measured by both the SWG and
the SGMS, the best accuracy was 4.2  1023 m21,
an improvement of 1.8  1023 m21 over the simplest
model. On the basis of a comparison of the results in
Table 1, it is possible that a superior ﬁgure for SWG
accuracy could be attained, given a larger and more
representative sample of slabs to work with. If a

781

similar improvement were to be seen with the more
advanced model, the best accuracy expected would
be 3.1  1023 m21. However, this could only be
achieved at the expense of a requirement for more
information, especially in the form of ingoing
camber measurements, which were not always
available.
3.3

Practical camber measurement

The aim of this work was to provide a practical
measure of camber at the exit of the HSB. The slabs
measured in this study were shown to exhibit curvatures in excess of 25  1023 m21 at this point. Therefore, even the simplest method of CLD analysis had
the ability to determine camber effectively on a
simple scale of +5 points. A camber of ‘25’ would
be reported if a slab were severely cambered to the
operator side (i.e. kout ¼ 225  1023 m21). If the
slab were straight (i.e. kout ¼ 0 m21), the system
would report ‘0’ and it would report ‘þ5’ if the slab
were severely cambered to the drive side (i.e.
kout ¼ 225  1023 m21).
The processing requirements to do this are modest
and require just SWG data and HSB motor current; a
ﬂow chart summarizing the steps involved is shown
in Fig. 9. This user-friendly measurement would be

Table 3 Summary of SWG and LSP CLD curvature error
distributions found using equation (15) with a,
b, and c found by multiple linear regression
Measurement
system

Average curvature
error (m21)

Estimate of the standard
deviation (m21)

SWG
LSP

0.0  1023
0.0  1023

2.1  1023
2.2  1023

C19904 # IMechE 2005

Fig. 9

Flow diagram showing each step required to
measure curvature using CLD data
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sufﬁcient to allow the operator to make informed
decisions (for example, whether to adjust the reversing rougher entry guides) and would help with
HSB roll levelling. If this data were archived, it
could also be used as a historical performance indicator. If ﬁner resolutions were required, SGMS curvature measurements could be incorporated into a
more complete model, such as equation (15). This
would deliver an improvement in resolution to
approximately +7 points.
The analysis of camber measurement using CLD
data presented in this work is restricted to the
conditions found at the HSB in Port Talbot. In most
roughing stands, the assumption of unrestricted
horizontal rolling will not be valid because of
edging and guiding practices. The analysis certainly
does not extend to tandem mills such as the ﬁnishing
train, where large interactions exist between stands.
Finally, the assumption that off-centre has no effect
on camber is valid only where strip crowns are
large in relation to differential mill stretching. Therefore, although CLD data may be suitable for camber
measurement elsewhere in the roughing mill, further
investigation would be required to conﬁrm this.

4

CONCLUSIONS

CLD measurements have been shown to be suitable
for camber measurement in unrestricted horizontal
rolling. A theoretical analysis of slab behaviour
proposed a linear relationship that was a function
of ingoing and outgoing slab thickness and ingoing
slab camber. This relationship was conﬁrmed by
experimental data obtained during commercial
rolling at the hot strip mill in Port Talbot.
Using the relationship kout ¼ kCLD CR, it was
shown that the SWG could measure outgoing
curvature with an accuracy of 4.9  1023 m21 at the
95 per cent conﬁdence level. It was then demonstrated that this accuracy could be improved by
up to 1.8  1023 m21 if ingoing camber and elongation were incorporated into the analysis, using the
relationship kout ¼ (a0 þ a1 l)kCLD þ (b0 þ b1 l)kin þ c.
On the basis of these ﬁndings, a practical, on-line
camber measurement technique was proposed.
The simplest measurement model was selected
because it required no additional data from other
sources, making the system robust to a wider range
of operating conditions. The camber of each bar
would be represented as an integer value, from 25
(severely cambered to the operator side), through 0
(straight), to þ5 (severely cambered to the drive
side). This information could be used to improve
roughing operations and as an indicator of mill
camber performance.
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APPENDIX
Notation
a
b
c
CR
CR

inﬂuence of kCLD on kout
inﬂuence of kin on kout
constant inﬂuence on kout
curvature ratio
average curvature ratio
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CLD as a measure of camber

d
f0
h
hN
H
L
n
r
R
sf
t
vin
vN
vout
W
xin
xout
x0
zc
z c0
zCLD
zin
zout
z0

distance along x-axis from rolls
shape of slab before rolling
outgoing thickness
thickness at neutral point
ingoing thickness
slab length
forward slip multiplier ¼ r/sf
reduction
work roll radius
forward slip
time
ingoing slab velocity
peripheral work roll velocity
outgoing slab velocity
slab width
position of slab tail on x-axis
position of slab head on x-axis
position of slab tail on x-axis at t ¼ 0
slab off-centre at roll gap
slab off-centre at roll gap at t ¼ 0
CLD trace
position of slab tail on z-axis
position of slab head on z-axis
position of slab tail on z-axis at t ¼ 0
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fN
kin
kout
kCLD
kLSP
kSWG
l
uin
uout
u0
vin
vout
vroll
j
Dk
DC

angular location of neutral point
ingoing slab curvature
outgoing slab curvature
curvature of CLD trace
LSP CLD curvature
SWG CLD curvature
elongation
angle of tail to rolling direction
angle of head to rolling direction
angle of tail to rolling direction at t ¼ 0
angular velocity of slab tail
angular velocity of slab head
work roll angular velocity
camber change coefﬁcient
change in curvature
speciﬁc wedge factor

Subscripts
dr
op

refers to a value on the drive side of the
slab
refers to a value on the operator side of the
slab
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